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Not now
nation, Nutt is not concerned
about any future plans at this
point in the season.
"I've got one job right now,
and that's at Murray State
University,• said Nutt about
his situation as a potential candidate for the UK coaching
BY MIKE OHSTROM
post. "It's a credit to our playSlolm EDITOR
ers that my name has been
popping up at other schools to
Houston N utt does not want
be their new coach. •
to follow in the footsteps of Bill
Although several coaches
Curry, at least not in the midst
have expressed interest, UK
of Murray State's run at a sechas not approached Nutt •or
ond-straight Ohio Valley Conany other coach with the job
ference championship.
opening. However, Nutt has
Curry was fired Monday
put priority on the Racei'B' key
after accumulating a 23-51
conference contests against
record in seven years as the
Tennessee Tech, Eastern Kenhead coach of the University of
Kentucky football program. tucky and Tennessee State
above anything else to keep his
Curry will direct Uie 1-6 Wildsquad from being distracted by
eats until the end of the season
any speculation.
and will receive the two-year,
"We've got a crucial three$610,000 remainder ofhis congame stretch coming up, and I
tnlc:t with UK following his
don't want to take any of this
departure from the position.
team's focus away from those
Meanwhile, Nutt turned
games," Nutt said.
around MSU's program from
Last year's Eddie Robinson 1near-extinction to an entry in
AA and OVC Coach of the
the 1996 Division 1-AA Playoffs
Year, Nutt is 26-14 in four
in three years, but with the 6-1
File Photo
~cers ranked fifth in the
See NUTT/14 Rumors concwnln1 who wtlreplace BIU Cuny as h.-d CMCh at the University of Kentucky have Included MSU coach Houlton Nutt.

Nutt focused
on season
over UK post

Studies show
..........

ally l.een c!ril.ieisecu·~ a lack of
interest J!ld involvemen\ in
politics.
Stautiee
the Cummt
Population Reports show that
votei'B between aaea 18 and 24
have consistently had the lowest percentage of voter iegiaBY SARAH WIGHT
tered and voting participation
ASSISTANT NfWS WITOI
over the last 20 years.
A survey by the Media StudWith the 1996 presidential · ies Center/Roper in Sept. 1996
campaign only a few weeks indicated that young voters are
away, it has not yet been deter- also the leaun interested in elecmined if this will be the year tions or any age group.
for Generation X to use ita voice
It reports that only 16 perand make a difference.
cent of young voters (ages 18Young voters have tradition· 29) said they were following the

Voting hapits
weak among
young people
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to P.r . . -..mlon
to the campaign.

Jeff Vaqhan, Blec.
tion Waye and Means
Chairperson for SGA
laid he believes a lack
of hard-core issues ad
the "hype of politiea"'
are among the reasons
for GeReration X's lack
of interest in the political campaign.
"I think Generation
X is looking for something better," Vaughan said. "I think

dents at Miami-Dade Community College in Florida. Clinton
said, "Young people are critical
in our campaign and in tbia
election process. They must
join us, use their voices. and
participate in this critical election. They must help to shape
their future,• Clinton said.
Private organizations have
held nationwide campaisna tar·
geted at younpr voten, ncb
u MTV's Chose of Lose Cam~

campatp which have been
the couatl7·
Several universities in the
state participated in the Rock
tJae Vote campaip. felilteriDg
525 people.
that number
more than 200 c8me from Marray State.
'nlese numbei'B are enC0111'81ing to Vaughan, who says he
hopes all of those people who
registered will get out and vote.
"I feel like every little bit
counts," he added. " 1 don't lib

or

See YOTING/14

Fraternity leases house
BY SAlAH

WICHT

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity has found a place that they
can call home. The Univenity
decided last week to allow the
fraternity to lease the bouse at
806 N. 16th St.
The University property will
provide a temporary solution
while the fraternity continues
to investigate its options, said
Paul Radke, Alpha Sigma Phi
advisor.
The fraternity suffered a
m.,r setback in their struggle
to acquire a house last February when it was turned down
by the Board of Zoning AdjustGwen DyasiStiff
menta on a request for a "condi- Steve Keach, a member of
tional-use" permit in a residen- Alpha Slpna Phi, anc1 Debbr
tial zone. The fraternity's sec- wort..,, mother of one of the
ond request was denied in members, puU old wallpaper
March. At this point, fraternity ofr the wall.
•
members approached the Univei'Bity for help.
us for possible options, " said
•After they were turned down Don Robertson, vice president
last year they came to us to ask of Student Affairs. "The situa-

Road to success

6

--.

munity Service Chairman.
Tbe terms of the lease have
not been finalized yet but the
fraternity will pay rent to the
University. The University and
fraternity hope to reach an
agreement by the end of the
month.
Radke said he does not anticipate anyone living in the
house.
"It will not be a place to live
in or have parties. It will be a
place to gather between cl88881
and in the evening. We will get
our mail there and it will be our
business center but we will not
hold our meetings there,•
Radke said.
The fraternity bas already
begun work on the house,
which has been uninhabited for
over a year.
"As soon as the lease is final~
ized we will begin to do nuijor
renovations as far as repainting and yard work," Arnett
said. "We hope to have it done
by Parent's Weekend."

Water hazard

Bet you didn't know•••

Two MSU students have been nominated for the
Rhodes Scholarship program. If
chosen, the two could spend two
.years at Oxford University.

"....__
---=-~

tion wu a bit unique. It waa
the first time that membei'B of
the community indicated that
they did not want a fraternity
as neighboi'B."
The fraternity was IJ'BDted a
no-interest loan for the down
deposit on property by their
national orpnization. The only
thing that prohibited them
from owning property was the
rejection by U.e city commission.
"They tried and were turned
down so we stepped in to try to
help them because it became
clear to us that the only land
within the city that would be
available to them would be
land already owned by the univei'Bity," Robertson said.
"Having a place to identify
with is very important to the
growth of an organization; he
added.
"We~ll have a place to eall
home. That's something we're
very excited about," said Mike
Arnett, Alpha Sigma Phi Com~

The campus of Murray State
University is home to
many unusual and •
tnte~ng facts.

The Murray State women's golf
team handled the
rain to win its last
fall tournament.
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Family weekend scheduled

oc.a. 25, 1,996

WEEK IN PREVIEW

Family Weekend is Nov. 1 and 2. The following is a schedule
of the weekend events.
·
Nov. 1:
•The annual Mr. Murray State University Pageant, 7:30 p.m.,
Lovett Auditorium.
Nov. 2:
• Racer fan jam, meet with Mark Gottfried and the Racers, 11
a .m., Racer Arena.
• Murray State Racer vs. Tennessee Tech. game, 1:30 p.m.,
Stewart Stadium.
• Bar-B-Que Bonanza, 5:30 p.m., Curtis Center Ballroom.
Reservations required.
•Tom Deluca, 7 p.m., Currie Center Ballroom. Admission free.
The weekend is sponsored by the University Center Board.

Friday, October 25
•Show • Intercollegiate horse show, 5 p.m., Western Kentucky
Exposition Center.
•Movies · Final Fridays movies, "Casper," 6:30p.m., and "Hocus
Pocus," 8:30 p.m ., Currls Center Barkley Room.
•Play ·"Mixed Babies," 7 p.m., 310B Wilson Hall.

Saturday, October 26
•Show - Intercollegiate horse show, 8 a.m.-, Western Kentucky
Exposition Center.
•Natural Environment - Learn about the natural environment of
the region, Wickliffe Mounds Research Center, Saturday and Sunday. For more information call (502) 335-3681 .

Chinese ambassador speaks

Sunday, October 27

Ambassador Li Daoyu of the People's Republic of China will
speak at Lovett Auditorium Monday, at 1:30 p.m.
Daoya will speak on China preparing itself for the 21st century.
For more information call 762-3156.

•Show- Intercollegiate horse show, 8 a.m., Western Kentucky
Exposition Center.
.Concert - The Murray State Concert Choir performance, 3:30
p.m., Lovett Auditorium.

Monday, October 28

Campus voluteers needed
The Campus Connection Volunteer Center, a division of American Humanics, is searching for volunteers among Murray State
University, faculty, staff and students.
•The Calloway County Family Resource Center needs vplunteers to watch children during quilting classes from 10 a.m. to
noon on Nov. 4 and 18, and Dec. 2 and 16.
•The Murray Family YMCA needs volunteers at a day camp
on Nov. 5.
• Southwest Calloway Elementary School needs volunteers to
help teachers during school hours.
• The 4-H Council needs volunteers to be club leaders to assist
members with projects.
Anyone interested in these and other volunteering call Shannon Hall at 762-6117.
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Andy lee/Senior Photographer

Deldra Holcomb (left), senior from Hurray, talks . to Ambe rly
HcLimore (right), freshman from Owe nsboro, o utside of
Franklin College.

Candidates to debate
Kentucky Educational Television seeks a live audience for its
proouction of"Kentucky Tonight," tonight, at 6:30p.m., Johnson
Theater, in the Fine Arts Complex.
Watch a live telecast and hear about issues affecting this part
of the state.
Afterwards, Dennis Null and Ed Whitfield will present a live
debate. Admission free.

•Meeting - Campaign for Health Enhancement Education and
Research, 7 p.m., Chamber of Commerce Center.
•Meeting - College Republicans, 4:30 p.m., Curris Center Barkley
Room.

Wednesday, October 30
•Dining -Twin Tower Dining, 11:30 a.m., Room 204, Applied Science Building. Complete meal $4.50. For reservations call 762·
3384.
-Meeting • Student Law Association, 3:30 p.m., Curris Center Ohio
Valley Room.
•Freakers Ball - Halloween dance for Murray State students, 8:30
to 11 :30 p.m., Curris Center Dance Lounge. Sponsored by the ResIdential College Association.
•Deadline - Last day to drop any full-semester course.

Washers still

75¢

Family Weekend Nov. I& 2
Bar-8-Q Bonanza at 5:30 p.m.
(Saturday, Nov. 2- Curris Center Ballroom)
Reservations are due Oct. 25
Call SGA for details.

Monday-Saturday 8:30 a.m.-11 p.m.
Sunday 9 a .m.-11 p .m .
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"Cooked the way you'd cook it"
Part of
admission
going to

$2 at
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111 Wilson Hall, 2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, KY 42071·3301
World Wide Web http://www.thenews.org
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The Murray State News Is distributed
free to students, faculty and staff during
the fall and spring semesters. Newspapers
should be available by 9 a.m. on Fridays at
the following buildings on campus:
Curris Center, Winslow Cafeteria, Wells
Hall, Sparks Hall. Wilson Hall, Business
Building, Faculty Hall, Blackburn Science,
Ane Arts, Stewart Stadium, Physical Plant.
Mason Hall, Waterfield Ubrary, Industry
and Technology Center, Ordway Hall and
Lowry Center.
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This newspaper Is printed on recycled
newsprint at The Murray Led(Jer & Times,
1001 Whltnell Ave .• Murray, Ky. 42071 .
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Tuesday, Oct. 8~ at 8 p.m.
Curris Center Ohio Boom

753-8080

Congratulations

BREAKFAST
SPECIAL
Everyday- 6-11 a.m.
•2 eggs *Bacon or Sausage
•Hash Browns *Biscuits & Gravy

$1.85

Don't Miss Our . ..
Friends and alumni may subscribe to
The Murray State News by contacting Joe
Hedges at 762·2998 or Orville Herndon at
762·4491 . A one year subscription Is $10
payable In advance. Subscriptions must be

o
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NOON
BUFFET
11 a.m.-2 p.m.
*3 Meats. *Vegetables
*Salads *Homemade Rolls

. $3.95

Sigma Softball Team
for winning the
softball tournament!

Dan, Benji, & RansonYou are the best coaches ever!
Also...
Erin Grogan, Danielle Patterson
& Lee Ann Wooley
for being accepted to
Order of Omega!

Sigma love,
Your Sisters

r
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RESEARCH ON YOUR TERMS
Internet assists students
with research demands
BY DENISE HoucK
STAfF WRmR

j.

Stressed about that monster
15-page paper due next week
that you have not even started?
Well, help is just around the
comer at your nearest computer terminal and for some Murray State students, that term
paper can be as easy as 1-2-3.
First, get on-line to the Internet. Second, conduct a search
on the web browser of your
choice using the topic of your
paper or simply the words
"term paper" as your key
words. Third, choose a suitable
paper from the thousands of
available sources, download
and print. Voila.
"People take papers off the
Internet all the time," said one
sophomore enrolled in English
102. "' know of at least three
people in my English class who
just printed entire papers off
the Internet and turned them
in as their own."
"They got away with it too,"
l'hey added. "The professor
never said anythi~g about it."
While passing off a downLoaded paper as actual class
work may not be a widespread
many
students
practice,
expressed enthusiasm about
the option.
Most &tudents who were
asked about the practice said
they had never tUljlled anything in they got off the Internet and many said that the
thought of doing so had never
crossed their minds. However,
nearly all of the students asked
said they thought it was a good
·
idea.
Not really, said many· Murray
State professors. While .some
students believe it is difficult to
detect a paper that has been
taken from the Internet, professors do take measures to prevent the practice.
"I have not really been active-

Amy Ponder/Associate Editor

ly looking for term papers that
have been taken off the Internet, but most of my assignments are so specific that it
would be hard to pull an entire
paper off," said Richard Lane,
professor of English. "I think
that is somewhat part of a professor's responsibility."
What is a good idea, said
many Murray State professors,
is using the Internet as a
research tool rather than a way
out of writing a paper.
"' have no problem with people researching on the Internet,
and I teach them to do so~"
Lane said. "I realize that any
paper out there is a potential
source."
Some students, however, use
information obtained from
papers on the Internet and
neglect to cite a source, believing they are not required to cite
anything from the Internet.
"There is nothing that specifically states that we have to
cite information from the Internet, so I just don't," said a
freshman enrolled in English
101.

"I think the University needs
to update its rules and let students know exactly where it
stands on the Internet and
assignments."
While the University's Academic Dishonesty policy, adopted by the Board of Regents in
1975, does not specifically
address Internet usage, it does
broadly address the use of
uncited information, in any
form, and states that "plagiarism (submitting another person's material as one's own)"
and "the presentation of unacknowledged material as if it
were the student's own work" is
impermissible.
Many students and faculty
believe the UniversitY's policy
does not need to be updated,
but rather read more closely.
"Anyone should be able to
read this and understand that
it does in fact include the Internet and any other future source
we might run into as a result of
technology/'
said
Terry
McCreary, professor of chemistry. "The policy is simply
clear enough'."
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Going shopping
Web sites offer custom-written
papers, other perks to users
~
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Instead of spending your last
penny on a new outfit from the latest
J. Crew catalog, you might be
smarter to save up for a customwritten term paper off the internet.
Depending on the length of the
paper you need, the costs for these
two necessities might run neck-andneck.
While it is true that some class
assignments may be too specific to pull a paper
directly from a catalog offered by an on-line service,. companies such as Term papers.On.Line
can come close to meeting your needs with its
listing of more than 20,000 papers, biographies,
research assignments, essays, and opinions.
So what about Academic Dishonesty? Is passing off a research paper you obtained from the
internet as your own wrong? Yes. Are you going
to get caught if you submit a paper you found online? That depends.
If you went ahead and decided to order that
J.Crew outfit you will probably be pulling up
papers on one of the "free sites" where papers
can be downloaded right onto the screen. If that
is the ~ase, your chances of getting nailed are
pretty good.
However, if you sacrificed the outfit and decided to pay for the catalog- or better yet- the custom service, the chance of getting caught is probably slimmer.
The Term Paper Exchange catalog advertises
that it will custom-write term papers for $12.95
per page, just below a disclaimer noting that the
service does not authorize the use of company
research papers in place of people's "own hard
work and research."
All term paper sites include similar disclaimers. Yet the services offered may be appear
slightly contradictory to the disclaimers.
For example, catalogs such as the one issued
by Term papers.On.Line, do more than spell out
the details of each research paper.
They also keep records of where their papers
go so cUstomers know before ordering if the
paper has already been used at their university.
Custom term papers written by Per Your Specifications also offer a 11umber of bonuses to their
customers.
The service allows the customer to choose
their own document formats (APA, MLA. etc.),
and includes current references or research
material specified by the subscriber.
While you may be one of the many students
who has yet to master the art of Web use, Per
Your Specifications warns that many people
have caught on to this trend.
Their site includes the following statement,
"During busy times such as mid-terms and
finals, e-mail ahead for scheduling. We get
swamped!"
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During busy times such as
mid-terms and finals,
e-mail ahead for scheduling.
We get swamped!

' '·

..

Per Your Specifications
on-line term paper service

Other sites appear to be equally busy. For
example 15,648 people have visited Term Paper
Exchange's site since Jan. 1, 1996.
Finally, if you don't have time to order one of
the numerous research paper catalogs, services
like Collegiate Care offer visitors a quick peek at
a sample catalog.
Papers on topics ranging from Business and
Law, to Art History and Literature can -be
ordered through Collegiate Care. Humanities
students might find a few of the titles especially helpful, such as "Machiavelli and the Essence
of Evil" ($19.95).
i

Words to the Wise
Studente contlderlng uelng the
Internet term pa~ aervlcM may
wish to coqslder a Jew
from the
ACI Net Guide toT...., papers.

tl,_

• The main problem ~of file

copies experience Ia substandard
quality becau• tMY are typically
price-oriented, baaing tfletr dfM:Islon
qn coat per-page , rather than

quality.
• Customers have no valid assur· .
ance that fife~... they b.,y have
not been sold to others In their
classes, previous students of the
same IJtStructor, or the Instructor
himself.
• Despite term paper company's
disclaimers that their materials are
being sold for research and refer-

ence·only, studenta otten represent
the work as their own. In fact,
some students have turned'1n
papers for credit that still bear the
comments of previous profetsora.

___J
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Alpha Sigma Phi
gets house ... and
it .is about time

MY VOTt:

'MI\ITE~.
tf-r£ BlG

Alpha Sigma Phi has finally found a place to call
home. It's a shame that it took this long and they
still don't have a permanent residence.
Just in case you weren't here or don't remember,
Alpha Sigma Phi was turned down twice last spring
by the Murray Zoning Board on its plans to buy a
house on Main Street. There were complaints about
possible noise and parking difficulties which could
have been caused by another fraternity house on the
street. ..
·
What the people of Murray need to realize is without the University and its students, this town would
be empty. Murray has approximately 13,000 residents, and the school has approximately 8,500 students. Obviously, students are a huge piece of the
market here, yet we get treated like second-class citizens.
Seemingly, the attitude of the townsfolk is, "Sure,
we want you to spend money in our stores, eat in our
restaurants, get haircuts in our barber shops, but
how dare you want to live in town."
It is ridiculous that the Alpha Sigma Phi's have to
live in a University-owned building while they continue their search for a permanent home. Considering how much students in general and fraternities in
particular do for this community, one would think
they would be allowed to live in it.

Nutt prepared for
UK, but are Racers
ready for him to go?

OdiiJI* :ll~ ' " '

-

The head football coaching position at the University of Kentucky opened up this week when Bill
Curry was fmally relieved of the job. Many names
have come up in discussion for the job, including
Howard Schnellenberger, Tennessee assistant David
Cutcliffe, and Mike Gottfried. But there is one coach
who came up who is a little closer to home: Houston
Nutt.
We think Nutt could do the job admirably. What we
are concerned with is how admirably his shoes can
be filled.
When Nutt arrived on this campus, Murray State
had almost given football the boot. The program was
in shambles, the team was a perennial doormat, and
no one wanted to come here to play. Now, a mere four
years later, the Racers are coming off of an 11-0 regular season and an OVC championship, and they're
ranked fifth in the country this week. This is a program which has found its way into the elite of 1-AA
college football, all because of Houston Nutt.
We think Nutt could handle ,the UK job. What we
doubt is that anyone could handle following him.
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Make voices heard
To the editor:
As an active student and an
advocate of The Murray State
News, I want to thank all the
students who have been and
are continuing to voice, write
and demonstrate their concerns
about campus situations.
Administration and student
leaders cannot serve and represent the student body if they
are not aware of the student's
or your needs and concerns. I
do believe a lot of these situations can be corrected through
continued communication.
However, as we are all
adults, I feel we should be able
to address each other' respectfully. Unfortunately, some of us
are choosing not to approach
these situations tactfully.
I admit, I have had problems
finding parking spaces and
have been ticketed twice this
semester for some of the spots I
did find. But "common sense"
should tell us all that verbally
or otherwise attacking public
safety officers will not solve
this problem, but merely add to
the frustration.
The University staff accepted
an obligation to serve us to the
best of their abilities when they
began working here. This has
at times required them to perfonn above and beyond the call
of duty. Prime examples of
their dedicated service are
Homecoming and Commencement. These activities require a
united effort from all departments in order to succeed.
You may not understand the
process the department or service is using and you may even
find it unproductive, but until
you address them personally
you're never going to know. You
may not appreciate the disruptions you experience becaUse of
their efforts but unless you

actively investigate why the
disruptions are taking place
you will never appreciate the
efforts being made to provide
you and me a quality education.
As a Murray State student,
you owe all University staff and
faculty respect for providing
you the opportunity to attend
such a fme university. It was
their dedicated service that has
made the Universit)' what it is
today. And it will be their continued commitment that will
make it what it will be tomorrow, after we have all left.
Angel Fairbanks
Milwaukee

Women 's Center did
good job on program
To the editor:
I would like to take the
opportunity to congratulate
and thank the MSU Women's
Center for the excellent job of
putting together the Sexual
Assault Prevention and Education Program during the week
of October 12-18. I'm eure that
those who took time to attend
one or more sessions came
away with a greater understanding of what it takes to
have and implement a Sexual
Assault policy on a university
campus.
Although there were many
involved with designing last
wee!t's program, a special
thanks is deserved for the hard
work and dedication of Jane
Etheridge, Counselor in Counseling and Testing and Director
of the Women's Center and her
assistant Krista Morgan. Without the work of these two
women the program would
have never taken place. As
Jane mentioned at the luncheon on Tuesday October 15,
she is passionate about the sub-

ject...she wants her daughter
and all women to always feel
safe and expect this as their
right. We all should feel passionate about this subject and
work toward a strong, effective
policy on the MSU campus.
Again, thank you to the
Women's Center and Jane
Etheridge. You are an asset to
the faculty, staff and students
ofMurray State University.
Judy Lyle, RN -C
Health Educator & Staff Nurse
MSU Health Services

News, SGA n eed to
work out differences
To the editor:

work in radio, therefore I can
appreciate making mistakes
but also understand the outcomes of those mistakes and
that you must by very, very
careful and be as professional
as possible.
Secondly, is the the issue of
The Murray State News "'bashing" and "slamming" of
Somerville. Derek Somerville is
president of SGA and therefore
speaks on behalf of SGA and in
my opinion an attack on our
president is an attack on SGA,
what it stands for, its members,
and what it works for. There is
no clear-cut reason to attack
SGA. What could you say about
an organization that planned
and put on the annual Homecoming parade, sponsors Parent's Weekend, sponsors Final
Friday, is working on solving
the parking problem in con·
junction
with
Presidf!nt
Alexander and the Board of
Regents, sponsors the Miss
MSU pageant, put out those
handy campus planners that
are us'ed by at least half the
student body, and countless
other activities.
I feel confident that the Mur·
ray State News will realize that
Somerville was simply calling
attention to a simple but severe
mistake. I feel confident that
they will realize this, stop
attacking such a productive
organization, and continue to
produce an excellent university
newspaper. As an SGA senator,
I felt that I must comment on
the past week's happenings
and I hope in the future these
circumstances can be avoided ..
Whether we agree or disagree
on topics, we're all in this
together and must work together if we are to get things accomplished on this campus.

There has been a disagreement the past few weeks
between SGA President Derek
Somerville and the Murray
State News. The center of these
arguments revolves around an
article that portrayed the exact
opposite meaning of which the
article was intended to accomplish. I agree with Chris
Browning's argument that
everyone makes mistakes,
although the headline portrayed the SGA as laid back
and satisfied with the status
quo. This could not be further
from the truth and brought a
hot topic to a roaring fury
among campus students.
Therefore, it was necessary to
state SGA official position on
the problem and call The Murray State News on their mistake. This was done accurately
and
professionally
by
Somerville in my opinion. I
agree that everyone makes
mistakes; however, you cannot
afford to make such mistakes
that cause a very important
article in the paper to sound
the exact opposite of it's intended meaning. I have worked in Kip Roberts
print journalism and currently Paris, Tenn.
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Trip to Goldie's shows what a great place we live in
For weeks I have tried to entertain
my audience with life-saving analogies coupled with embarrassing facts
about my personal life. If you have
enjoyed them, I commend you on your
.....------. sense of humor, but if
you have become conIn
fused and have failed
My
to find the serious
message behind each
O pinion
piece, I pity you.
You are either not
as
bright as you
. . . ··.. '
think you are, or you
0
• are too busy fulfilling
obligations scribbled
in the cluttered
pages of your personMARK
al school planner to
00RR
spoon on the couch on
Columnist
a rainy day (sprinkle,
sprinkle) and watch
..__ _ __ _. "Mallrats." Great, I
took care of that little plug early.
I had an idea for this week's article
which involved my regular array of
zany thoughts, but I chose a different
path this week. My faithful readers
need not worry, because next week I
will return to the old format that has
made me the "nutty" columnist. For
now, let me tell you about a place
named Goldie's Opryhouse.
For all of you that don't really know
me, I'm a Yankee. Yeah, I'm from a

.
.,

I'

.

,, t

state that is best known for its smog,
Italian pizzerias, Broadway plays and
Conan O'Brian. Just for good measure allow me to mention crossdressers and smelly cab drivers.
I can't say 1 actually grew up in the
heart of all of that chaos, but I have
been to the city that never sleeps more
times than I would now care to
recount. Why? Because I spent last
Saturday night at Goldie's Opryhouse.
You may be wondering why the guy
who shed the concerned-guy image
recently has also decided that he
never wants to go back home. It's that
southern hospitality and the girls
(that's for a later article). In one
evening I went from wanting to return
home in a few months to deciding to
stay and live a full and relaxed life.
Imagine this: a Yankee riding to
Owensboro more excited about going
to an Opryhouse for the first time
than seeing the Yankees play in the
World Series. Why this transformation? It revolves around a night I
spent alone in I'JlY room at home in
New York. If you are confused, let me
explain.
First of all, I'm not one for remembering anyone's name, but I do vividly
recall a television show that would
someday change my life. It was an
average Thursday night that found
me sitting on the couch stuffing my

face with blocks of pimento cheese. I
was watching MTV's "The Real World"
(I'm a junkie). This particular episode
contained footage from a place called
Goldie's Opryhouse in Owensboro,
and featured a guy named Jon Brennan.
What I wouldn't give to be in one of
those shows. As I became more and
more involved in the plot of the show,
I can remember sitting at home in
Yankee-land thinking, "Someday I
would like to see that place for real." I
even told my friends at home that
someday I would travel to Kentucky
just to sit in the audience of Goldie's
Opryhouse. I enjoy traveling.
As you·read this you may be saying
to yourself, "This guy is lying." Well,
I'm not, and to prove it to you I will
allow you into my fantasy world that
consists of things I must do and places
I must visit before I die.
The following statements are essential to my being, so try not to laugh too
hard or point and sling verbal insults ·
at me if you pass me on the street.
In no specific order, I must sit in the
balcony seats that those two old guys
on "The Muppet's Show" sat in while
heckling; ride down the Grand Canyon
on a donkey, and while at the bottom
sneak some baked beans in a flashlight to a hungry little kid like Bobby
did on the "Brady Bunch." I would like

Ca111pus Coffee Shop surpasses all
other eateries here or anywhere else

I

I don't remember the first that makes you want to keep
time I ever went into the Cam- coming back. The ripped seats,
pus Coffee Shop. I do remember the scratched tables, that carthat when I was here for FalJ pet; somehow, it just says
Orientation, the Fall 0 leader home.
I knew it was the best place
.-------.-..., pointed it out
as a good to eat when the staff began to
In
place to get remember my name and what I
breakfast. ordered when I came in. It has
My
But
it was not progressed to the point where
O pinion
until I became when I enter, my order is
a staffer at already on its way to the
The Murray counter. These people know me
State
News and they know what I want.
It is a great feeling to go into
that I came to
know and love a restaurant enough to have a
special named after you. The
the place.
The Campus C.D. Special - bacon and letC. D.
Coffee Shop tuce sandwich, no tomato, no
was where we mayo, no pickle, chips, and a
BRADLEY
would all go to large 7-Up, no ice- will forever
Viewpoint
our be named after me. I have
discuss
Ectitor
'-------~problems,
gained immortality through
both with the paper and out- the coffee shop. If that isn't a
side of it. Bonds were made and weird state of events, I don't
strengthened over the bottom- know what is.
What makes the Campus
less cups of coffee.
What really makes the Coffee Coffee Shop the place it is has
Shop special, however, is the to be the people. Be it Dorr, Solatmosphere. There is just ley and I, the delightful staff
something about the smell of who serve our every need, or
smoke and grease combined even the crazy, eccentric peo-

to go to Savannah, .Ga., and sit on the
same bench as Forrest Gump and
think for hours on end about life and
why some can enjoy it and others.have
to struggle to find fulfillment. And
finally, I want to take over for Dr.
Haney when he decides to retire and
sign a $1 million dollar book deal for
his memoirs.
Well, back to my story. As [walked
through the doors of the Opryhouse, I
was more excited than I was after I
busted my first pinata at the age of
five. It's too bad I also gave my mom a
good knot on her head after I swung
and missed the first time, but she only
get migraines every other day now.
The place was packed, and my party
showed up 15 minutes late so we were
in the balcony. AP, I sat down, I
thought "Great, I can sit here all night
and just enjoy the show."
Not so fast, big city. It was the
famous Goldie's birthday show and
somehow I. wound up on stage singing
"Happy Birthday" in front of the
crowd. I may be the worst musician in
the world and the last person that
should have been allowed to pierce the
ears of the audience, but I had the
time of my life nonetheless.
The only song I can do well is the
theme from the Andy Griffith show. If
you haven't seen that show, it's just
someone whistling. One other secret

about me: I have every Andy Griffith
episode on tape in my house.
On the ride home, I realized that the'
South is where life is best. I came to
this revelation after someone who had
no idea who I was, allowed me to step
up on stage because a friend had told
Goldie I wanted to meet her. It just
showed me that there are some nice
people left in the world.
People are so open and friendly
here. It is refreshing to be able to look
people in the eye as you pass.
Strangers even like you.
JUler spending one night at the
Opryhouse and meeting Goldie, I have
decided that Kentucky ain't all that
bad. I want a pickup, some Kentucky
plates and a vacation so I can go home
and show them off.
As I walked to class today, I heard a
group talking about how they can't ·
wait to get out of Kentucky. Like most
college students, their talk sounds
good, but solid facts supporting their
statements were missing. They have
yet to realize it's just a rebellious idea
that sounds good around their peers.
Maybe it would be good if they chase
their dreams and try out other states,
but they'll be back when they realize it
is the people who surround you who
make life good and not the busy
streets and lights. Lights that don't
allow you to see the stars at night.
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ple, the place wouldn't be what
it is if not for its clientele and
employees. They are there,
from nine in the morning until
four in the afternoon, to make
your day a little brighter.
Another great thing about
the Coffee Shop is the way the
place was laid out, making nonsmokers walk through the
smoky main dining room to get
to the non-smoking area, which
is isolated in the back. It is
attention to detail which makes
a thing great, and this is one of
those details.
The Campus Coffee Shop
offers something which is hard
to find anywhere else. It is a
comfortable place to sit and
relax, to unwind and forget
about your worries while
munching on some chips and
ranch, a number 4, no cheese or
even a C.D. ~pecial. This is the
kind of place where no one is
goin~ to bother you for staying
too long. It is just a classic
example of life in small southern towns moving at a slower
pace - which is just the way I
like it.
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War of tlie 1\pses
Joseph speaks from the left
A president's public character is molded and confirmed by
his public actions on behalf of
the people of the United States.
.-----~-. While the private character
In
may
have
My
warts, as it
Opinion did for Washington, Jefferson, and F. D.
Ro9sevelt,
among others,
a president is
elected to perform for the
public good of
jOSEPH
the American
ROSE
people and is
Guest
answerable
Columnist
ultimately to
~-----'those
same
people. If the people reelect the
the president, then, comparatively, they have positively
accepted his public character.
Clinton has been president of
the United States for most of
the last four years. During
about half of that time, he has
had to confront a divided government that requires bargaining, compromise and consensus
building if he is to accomplish
the people's business. Remarkably, the public record has been
promising. Government is now
more accessible ana account-

able to the people.
Bill Clinton said it best when
he signed the Government Performance and Results Act on
August 3, 1993.
"The law simply requires that
we chart a course for every
endeavor that we take the peopie's money for, see how well
we are processing, tell the publie how well we are doing, stop
the things that don't work, and
never stop improving the
things we think are worth
investing in."
At the risk of boring the reader with this presentation made
on behalf of Bill Clinton, conaider the irrefutable evidence of
the following:
The federal government
workforce has been reduced by
nearly 240,000 persons;
The rules and regulations by
which bureaucrats live are
being reduced to an understandable size;
The Social Security System
has been saved and is being
improved in its solvency;
The National Park System
has been upgraded to provide
better outdoor recreation;
The procurement "red tape"
has been eliminated and the
federal government now costs
the taxpayers $118 billion dolIars less than in the past;
·

The president has been given
the line-item veto which places
an accepted responsibility and
accountability in his hands to
effectively manage the federal
government;
.
The welfare reform bill has
been signed, but in the three
years prior to the signing, the
president approved many weifare demonstration projects in
more than 40 states;
The president has approved
more than a dozen comprehen·
sive Medicaid reform demon- •
strations in partnerships with
states that have expanded
Medicaid coverage;
The president is placing the
federal government on the
World Wide Web and the
addresses are available to the
general population;
The president's budgets have
continually led to a declining
increase in the deficit and the
national debt, and (I can't
resist);
Contrary to the other side's
rhetoric in telling only half of
the comparative story, the
largest tax increase, adjusted
for inflation, was during the
first Reagan (Republican?)
presidency. (Forgive me!)
The public character of Bill
Clinton is · worthy of a second
term in office.

Winfield speaks from the right
Robert Dole was born July
22, 1923, in Russell, Kansas,
and he still calls Russell home.
Life was hard growing up dur,.........~...........----, ing
the
Depression,
In
but the definMy
ing moment of
Bob
Dole's life
Opinion
came during
World War II.
In 1942, at
the age of 19,
he enlisted in
the Army and
became a second
lieuWINFIELD
tenant in the
lOth MounRosE
Guest
tain Division.
Columnist
Sent to Italy
the following
year, he was hit by Nazi
machine gun fire. Medics
marked his forehead with an
"M" (mortal) written in his
own blood. Although he obviously survived, his right shoulder was shattered and he was
paralyzed from the neck down.
He was twice decorated for
heroism, receiving two Purple
Hearts and a Bronze Star with
Oakleaf Cluster. Mer three
years and nine operations, he
recovered except for the use of
his right arm and hand.
These years, from 1942 to

..

1948, indelibly marked him. "I
do try harder," he once said. "If
I didn't, I'd be sitting in a rest
home, drawing disability."
Dole returned to school and
completed his Bachelor's
degree at the University of
Kansas in 1950. Before receiving his law degree from Washburn University in 1952, he
began his political career with
election to the Kansas House
of Representatives in 1951. He
served in the U.S. House of
Representatives from 1961 to
1969 and was elected to the
U.S. Senate in 1968, 1974,
1980, 1986, and 1992.
When he became Majority
Leader in 1985, Dole brought
discipline and a sense of purpose to the job. Always a hard
worker, he was also known as
a superb negotiator with the
ability to find compromises
when others were deadlocked.
Bob Dole can be tough, candid and witty, as the situation
demands, but his wit can be
acerbic at times as well. He is
not the most eloquent speaker
ever to come down the pike,
and the Americans for Democratic Action and the AFLCIO's Committee on Political
Education consistently give
him zero r.:ttings. The people in
Kansas, however; seem to like

him quite well; he won his' last
two elections by 64 and 70 percent.
Bob Dole's life is his testimony. It bas been a life of service
to his country. He has not lived
the past 50 years on a VA disability check, drinking coffee
in the mornings and sitting
under shade trees in front of
the courthouse during the
afternoons. Through true grit
and hard work he has succeeded. He never ran from anything.
Today he is the Republican
nominee for President of the
United States.
In his convention acceptance
speech Dole said, "I do not
need the presidency to make or
refresh my soul. That false
hope I will gladly leave to others, for greatness lies not in
what office you bold, but in
how honest you are, in how
you face adversity, and in your
willingness to stand fast in
hard places . . . . Which is more
important, wealth or honor? It
is not ... 'the economy, stupid,'
it's the kind of nation we are
.. . All things do not flow from
wealth or poverty. . . . All
things flow from doing what is
right."
And that is what Bob Dole
has tried to do all his life.
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KET sponsors congressional
debate in Johnson Theatre
BY REBECCA D OUTT
SENIOR STAFF W RtTU

Area residents confused or
concerned about the issues in
this year's First District Congressional race will have an
opportunity to hear them
debated tonight.
Kentucky Educational Television is sponsoring a First District congressional debate 8
p.m. tonight in the Robert E.
Johnson Theatre. The debate
will feature Republican incumbent Ed Whitfield of Hopkinsville versus Democratic
hopeful Dennis Null of Mayfield in a debate of issues related to their campaigns.
The debate will be moderated
by Bill Goodman and will begin
with an opening statement by
each candidate, followed by a
series of questions from a panel
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orwe've always sponsored
forums during primary elec- ·
tions as well as general elections," Gwen said. "We want to
give people in those areas some
closer contact with the candidates and the issues. We've
always had a pretty good '
crowd."
The debate will be televised
live before a studio audience.
following the . broadcast of
"Comment on Kentucky,"' a regular KET program that will
also take place at the Johnson
Theater.
Amy Maness, administrative
secretary in the marketing and
public relations office, said
tickets, which are free, cover
admission to both events.
Seating for "Comment on
Kentucky" begins at 6:30 p.m.
and seating for the debate
begins at 7:45 p.m.

Congratulations and welcome aboard to our new staff writers ...

Danny VowelWisual Editor

jacob Keown, sophomore from Hanlon, taunts Amanda Graveen, sophomore from W ater Valley, with a pie just before smashing It on her fate The Pie-In-the-Face event was part of Alpha
Delta PI sor ority's annual 500 events to help me funds for t he Ro nald McDonald Ho use.

AOIT

of reporters. The candidates
will briefly respond to and
rebut the questions and will
then each have an opportunity
to question the other candidate.
After responding to the questions, each candidate will give a
· ·
closing statement.
Carolyn Gwen, co-producer
for KET, said the debate will be
the seventh in a series of eight
forums KET has sponsored preceding the November elections.
·~e do this as a service to our
viewing audience and to the
local communities," Gwen said.
"We do it to inform the public of
who the candidates are. That
allows them to be better
informed when they are voting,
when they go to the polls."
Gwen added that KET has
provided informatioJ?.al services
during campaigns for several
years.
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Don't let the goblins
get you ...
at the

t/ Be a part>fMUDBALL!
t/

Gain ,doable knowledge that
will hlp your future career.
t/

Gt involved in an organization
~at will help you make
many busines~ connections.
t/ Obtain personal skills that allow
you to become an integr al part
of your University.

/~FORMATIONAL

MEETING
oc"' 28 AT 9 p,m.
BARKLEY ROOM

October 26-30, Ticket Sales 7-?
Calloway County Fairgrounds - Hwy. 121 N.

$4 Admission
For group rates call:

753-7319 or 767-0370
Proc~eds go toward "A Family Christmas" project & other Murray Calloway
County Fair board projects.

'
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LIFE

Did you know that Murray State University officially opened on
September 24, 1.923 in the building tha~ is now Murray Middle School or
that several of the buildings that house classrooms were once residence
halls? As hard as it may be to believe, there are several interesting facts
about this University and its buildings. The structures in which we spend·
the majority of our days were named for presidents and regents, athletes
and artists. This College Life section highlights the facts and features that
make this campus unique.

Campus Map

The Carr Health Bulldlna, named for Murray State's first prest.
dent, John W. Carr, holds the distinction of being the first build·
lng In Western Kentucky to house an Indoor swimming pool.
Now, In addldon to the indoor pool, Carr Health also contains
three gyms, six racquetball courts and weight rooms which are
available for student and faculty use.

Fine arts rises Presidents'
above the rest home renamed
Murray State's tallest building, the Price Doyle Fine Arts

Center, rises high above its
surroundings.
At 11 stories, it is just one
floor higher than Regents and
White residential colleges.
Due to fire in the summer of
1994, the Fine Arts annex is
undergoing major renovations.
It was named for Price Doyle
who was head of the Fine Arts
department from 1930 to 1957.

Originally named Edgewood,
the current home of President
Kern Alexander was built by
Dr. Rainey T. Wells, MSU's
second president and founding
father.
In 1936 the University purchased the home from Wells.
It's name was changed to
Oakhurst and it has served as
home to every University president except John W. Carr, who
preceded Wells.

Lo~, Center registers
univemal satellite data
\

The Lowry Cen~r is not just
a place to go for tlioring.
It is also home o the MidAmerica Remote ~nsing Center, which works pth NASA
and other agencie~to receive
satellite data from h over the
world.

The center can use the information for economic applications.
It was built in 1967 and
named for C.S. Lowry, chair of
the Department of Social Sciences from 1925 to 1968.

Library honors for111er
Lieuterant Governor
The Harry Lee Wterfield Kentucky.
Library iS the main mpus
The library holds 350,000
library.
_
bound volumes and subscribes
It is named in honorif dis- to 2,000 periodicals.
tinguished alumnus Hary Lee
It was originaly built in 1959
Waterfield, who
two as the student union building
of and was renovated in 1978.
terms as lieutenant

Curris Center houses
plants worth thousands

Gwen Dyas/Staff

Murray State's student union
building, named for formerpresident Constantine Curris,
is decorated with $32,000
worth of plants.
Besides the array of plant
life, the Currie Center showcases wooden benches and statues
built with plywood and Elmer's

glue then carved out with
chainsaw. They were the ere·
ation of student David
Mitchell.
Since Murray is located on
the New Madrid fault, the Currie Center was constructed to
withstand an earthquake measuring five on the Richter scale.

Wells built
for woiDen
Wells Hall, which now houses the College of Education, the
President's office and the Psychology department, was originally used as a women's dormitory.
It was built in 1925 and
named for Dr. Rainey T. Wells,
second president of Murray
State.
(right) The skylight In the Curris Center gives It an open
atmosphere conducive to the
plants' good health. (~ar right)
The checker-tiled floors of
Ordway HaJI are reminiscent
of Its days as a dormitory.

,.
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Campus volunteers reach others
BY JENNIFER POTTER
ASSISTANT COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

American Humanics and Murray
State University are helping out the
community through the Campus Connection, a volunteer center that utilizes students, faculty and staff to benefit non-profit organizations.
Campus Connection was started in
1992 by American Humanics students.
In addition to Campus Connection,
American Humanics is an academic
minor which includes several components. They are Youth Agency Administration, Nonprofit Career Resource
Center and Service Learning Intitatives.
It's goal is to enhance student leadership skills.
Andy lee/Staff
Shannon Hall, senior from Sparta,
BJarn~ Hansen, sophomore fro m Pe oria, Ill., volunteers with the YMCA afterTil., is the volunteer coordinator for
school program at East Calloway Middle School.
Campus Connection. She works with

Class serves up cuisine for credit
for organizing a budget, purchasing
the food, setting up a
REPORTER
time work schedule for the
Students in MSU's meal other students and providing
management class are serving a menu that meets certain
up their own grades.
nutritional guidelines.
The students have opened
The students must also
the Twin Tower Dining Room organize a theme to the menu
for a limited time to put the and make sure the food served
skills they have learned in contains no more than 800
class to good use.
calories with less than 30 perThis program, sponsored by cent of those calories being
the Department of Family and from fat. Also, at least one of
Consumer Studies, assigns a the desserts must be low in
date to each student for them calories and fat.
to organize and serve a meal
"When a person calls for
at the restaurant.
reservations, they should ask
"'The purpose of this project what the menu's theme is that
is for each student to be day," Timmons said .. "In case it
responsible for a meal as if is something they do not like,
they were a manager of a they can reserve another day."
restaurant or a cafeteria," said
Each student was given a
Kathy Timmons, senior lectur- budget to accommodate 16
er and Registered Dietitian.
customers.
The students are responsible
"From what I have seen so
BY BRANDl WILLIAMS

non-profit agencies such as the United
Way and 4-H to assess their volunteer
needs and fill them with volunteers
from MSU.
She said she uses American Humanics students to help them complete
their volunteer hours required for
classes, but she also likes to use regular students from campus.
"It is a good thing to do," she said. "It
looks good on a resume, helps students become more a part of the community and shows MSU cares about
the community. We're not just here to
go to school."
Students who volunteer may do a
one-day stint or opt for a longer ongoing commitment where they volunteer once or twice a week for the
semester.
Hall said it is simple to become a
volunteer. Anyone interested just
needs to visit her office in room 108 of
Carr Health and fill out a volunteer

form telling where they would like to
help.
"I send their application to the
agency and a form to the student
telling them I sent the form and the
agency contacts them," Hall said ...I
just get them started, then if they
have trouble communicating with the
agency or don't like it and want to try
something else, then they give me a
ca1l."
This year Campus Connection is
working with the YMCA, their day
camp, local school systems, the Main
Street Youth Center's Afterschool pro-·
gram and the Family Resource Center.
Hall said most of the work is in Murray to facilitate student involvement.
Last year Campus Connection utilized nearly 200 students. Hall said
this year, baa started slowly, but the
program is just beginning and it is
searching for new volunteers.

A LEARNING EXPERIENCE

far, the project has been very
helpful because it gives first
hand experience on learning to
cooperate with people, manag~
ing a budget, and delegating
authority," said Patricia
Maxwell, a student taking the
class.
"This project gives the students a bands on opportunity
to practice what they have
learned in class," Timmons
said.
"I can tell that it is really
going to help because a lot of
the things that we have
learned will prepare us with
what we are going to do in the
future," Maxwell said.
The dining room operates in
room 204 of Oakley Applied
Science.
For more information or to
make reservations call 7626991.

Andy Lee/Senior Staff Photographer

Rlyo Ikeda, freshman from j apan and Maki Alz:awa, graduate student from Japan, give children
Insight into their culture at the International Bazaar held W ednesday In t he Curris Cente r.

Your f r iends at The Murray State News
encourage you to get out and vote Nov. 5!
FOR SALE $750

Seniors
Consider This

IBM Compatible
386 4·RAM 640MB Hard Drive
WINDOWS 3.11nstalled
Color Monitor
CO..ROM
Tape Backup
35 &t 5.25 Drives
TNa- II-,. to F ·•

will_.,. •p>d

crwdd catd

Call John at 753-1905
Nlp lean 1 , . . . , , where you can be
ruched in the cbyti!M.

IUSII

Ar,.,d SehwentJNgger

Walt Disney's

Toy

Story

Congratulations

Ryan Moore
& Melony
Stambaugh
for being
accepted into
Order of Omega!

Graduating Seniors! Un certain about
what comes next? Would you like a little
mor e time to "sort things out" before pursuing a career? The master's degree can
provide the bridge between high er
education and the workplace.

We're Proud of
You !
Your sisters of Ar~

Contact your departmental chair or the coordinator
of the graduate studies at 762-6464 for details on
the graduate study programs at Mu"ay State.

Join

Tuesday, Oct. 29
"Thinner"
(R )

ma .9L{plia

*

us and WBLN
for

Racer nJam

Teeter
Oct. 25 & 26 from 12 p.m. - 12 p.m.
•free T-Shirts
•free Food &t Drink
•Free Pictures & Au togr
of Players.
-tO,OOO Super Shot
•fan Participation

*

I"

s·

NSORED BY:

BLN
:ARKERFORD
GTE MOBILITY
PEPSI
SGA

*

Call 753-8084 to reserve your copy!!!

Fraternity events are Friday 4
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Country star serenades Cadiz
.......--....--::--....---=L~.a---.....,....-:.:---::C=----rt-:-------.
acy wrence m once

of five different albums,
enjoyed 11 chart-topping
Nov. 23
hits and won several
Trigg Col.Ulty High SchoOl Gym
national awards, includBecky Freeman, local C;1diz
ing the 1993 Academy of
Country
Music's Top
talent, 7 p.m.
$25
New
Male
Vocalist
BY KAne THoMAS
crown.
SENIOR STAff WIITfl
Trigg County Farmers Bank or
Lawrence is also a
Country music star Tracy Lawrence is
to order l>Y.' credit card calllproducer, songwriter and
800-195-2563. For more infor
back in Western Kentucky and still hot.
publisher on the majorimatioo or tickets call (5 02) 522ty of his own albums,
After a concert in February 1996 in
Racer Arena, Lawrence decided to return ....__ _ _..___ _..._60_2_1_ _ _......__..___..._:.....---"'--_.
With the recent
to the area for a performance in Cadiz.
Lawrence may be best known for his top
release of his fifth and
The concert is being sponsored by the hits such as "Texas Tornado," "Renegades, newest album, "Time Marches On," proTrigg County Farmers Bank with all pro- Rebels and Rogues," "l See it Now" and his duced by Atlantic Records, several of the
ceeds going toward the Trigg County Ath- newest top ten hit, "Stars Over Texas."
singles have reached the top 10.
letic Program.
The title track "Time Marches On" as
Photo courtesy The Atlantic Group
Real County WKDZ is also donating air
In less than five years the 28-year-old well as "Stars Over Texas" have proven to Tracy Lawrence hit the country music scene ftve years ago. He
will perform in Cadiz on Nov. 23.
time to promote the concert.
Lawrence has sold over five million copies be successful.

Tracy Lawrence
concert benefits
athletic program

Geosciences granted $50,000 for new technology
BY DENISE HIGGINS

The $52,187 Instru- ,._~-r=":"":=:------r-~---=---r:r---.."T""J'--:-r-~o;;---"T~ instruction.
and ·Laboratong
The new
cy Improvement grant is
equipment
will
from the the National Sciallow
extensive
Remote sentlng software hands-on training
ence Foundation. The
grant has been matched
in these areas.
by the University.
Geographic Information
Naugle said
The new equipment will
Sy8tem {GIS) software
the graduate probe housed at the Mid- IBM RS 6000 1.,.
gram has been sueAmerica Remote Sensing
C~assroom
cessful in training
Center located on the server
students in remote
third floor of the Lowry..___._....._...__ _.....__.......,___________..._.......,.__....__ _ _ _........, sensing and reletCenter.
computers.
ed areas. Naugle said he also wanted
Eight computers have already been
With the grant, the undergraduate the department's undergraduates to
purchased for the undergraduate pro- curriculum in geosciences has been become more experienced in remote
gram. Naugle is presently shopping modified to include more remote sens- sensing.
for the best price on four more ing, GIS and computer mapping
Naugle, who joined the Murray

me~tation

REPORTER

An associate professor of geosciences
at Murray State University has
received a grant from the National
Science Foundation to improve undergraduate instruction in his department.
The recipient, Dr. Burl Naugle, coauthored the grant project titled
"Enhancement of Mapping Sciences at
Murray State.University."
The other authors were V. Lynn
Shelby, senior lecturer of geosciences,
and Dr. Haluk Cetin, associate professor of geosciences.

State University faculty in 1981,
received his bachelor and masters
degrees from Purdue University and
his doctorate from the the University
of Kentucky.
Shelby received her bachelor and
masters degrees from MSU before
joining the faculty in 1985. Cetin, who
joined the faculty in 1995, received his
bachelor and masters degrees from
Hacettepe University and his doctorate from Purdue University.
Although the department received a
new computer last year, this is the
first improvement grant the geosciences has received since Naugle
joined the faculty.

HOMPLACERESTAURANT
CATFISH SPECIAL
Friday & Saturday 5-8 p.m.
. Plate lunches everyday
Buffet Daily II a.m.-7 p.m.
Open 4 a.m.-8 p.m. Monday-Saturday
5:30 a.m.-3 p.m. Sunday
721 S. 12th St. 759-3136

$1 otT with MSU ID
~~~~~~~

Alpha Omicron Pi would like to
congratulate our new Initiates! We love you!
The Brothers of lli
would like to THANK
the following sponsors
for their help
in making
Fall Fest 96'
a success!

Leigh Ann Blanks
Natalie Boldrick
Allison Bowers
·Kacey Buchanan
Monica Burrows
Kathy Chitty
Sara Cobb
Tara Cobb
Jill Collignon
Jessica D
JennyE~......
Erica E4AA~~.."'...,
Adelle F .... - ...,......,_
Kelly For
Brooke Gen
• Misty Hale
Stacey H
Barbar
, Erika Johnson
Jessica Jones
Kim Jones
Kelly Jordan
Julie Krouse
Mary Liz Lafferty
Keisha Lusk
Courtney Lyons
Hilary Lyons
Amanda Martin

Michelle Martini
Jenny Mattingly
Amberly McLimore
Alyson McNutt
Sarah· McNeil
Holly Miles
~~~~Moore

Morgan
......~. .;"_,~Neumann
pson

Alpha • ,
Your Sisters

~~~~~~~-~
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Cherry, No. 5MSU on top
Tennessee State following the off week. proud of. He also credits his teammates
But for now, Nutt and his squad are for fulfilling their responsibilities.
SPORTS EDITOR
"I feel confident we can score anysavoring the thrilling win over the 18thThe bye week for the Murray State ranked Panthers (4-2, 2-1 OVC).
where on the field in any amount of
football team following their dramatic
"It was a total team effort, and you time, but it takes all 11 guys doing their
35-28 victory over Eastern Illinois Sat- have to have that in an hostile environ- job, and that's what happened Satururday in Charleston has been nothing ment," said Nutt, who is the only MSU day," said Cherry, who now stands
but fun for the Racers.
fourth on MSU's all-time passing
coach to defeat EIU on the road.
Head coach Houston N utt and his'
Senior Mike Cherry won the quarter- yardage list with 3,667 yards.
coaching staff have been playing half- back battle over EIU signal-caller Mike
Although EIU gained 197 yards rush-·
court basketball in the mornings and Simpson by directing the Racers' 97- ing, Racer cornerbacks William Hampthe team has been celebrating its fifth- yard scoring drive for the game-winning ton and Renardo Hampton each interplace spot in the 1-AA Top 25 with exu- touchdown with two minutes and •19 cepted a Simpson toss. While William
berant practices in the afternoons.
seconds left in the fourth quarter.
became MSU's career interception
The 6-1 Racers are poised to capture a
Cherry, who completed 14 of 26 pass- leader, Renardo led the team with eight
second-straight Ohio Valley Conference es for 294 yards, three touchdowns and tackles and sealed the win by picking off
championship as they will put their 5-0 no interceptions, has been intercepted Simpson's third interception of the sealeague record on the line against Ten- just once in his last four games, a sta- son at the MSU one-yard line.
nessee Tech, Eastern Kentucky and tistic the native of Texarkana, Ark. is
"1 was relieved (after the intercep·
BY MIKE 0HSTROM

tion), especially because I wanted to
make up for a personal foul that kept
their drive alive," said Renardo, the
OVC Defensive Player of the Week.
"Our defensive line pressured (Simpson)
all day, and when be threw the ball up
for grabs, we came down with it."
Fullback Mike Johnson said the key
to winning the seesaw battle was the
Racers' ability to continue the attack.
"We did a good job of not stopping
after a big play," said Johnson, whose
play exemplified the type of game it
was, as he caught a pass to put MSU
ahead 14-0 but fumbled the kickoff at
the start of the second half that helped
EIU tie the score. "I would've felt like
more of a goat if we had lost, but we just
kept coming at them."

Nutt.not
wild about
Cats' post

Memo to the
Sports
University of
Kentucky, the Talk
Lexington.
Herald·
Leader, and
anyone else
curious to find
out if Houston
Nutt is interested in Bill
Curry's soon- MIKE
to-be ex-occu0HSTROM
pation: call
back at the Sports Editor
end of the sea- L - - - - - - - '
son, and then maybe a few
more seasons after that.
Nutt's name has been circulated with the likes of former
Miami (Fla.), Louisville and
Oklahoma
head coach Howard
BY )ASON YATES
Schnellenberger, ESPN footREPoRrnt
ball analyst and former Mur, Every team has its "off' days.
ray State head coach Mike Gottfried, Auburn offensive coordiHowever, a championship-calnator Tommy Bowden, and
iber squad finds a way to win
Green Bay Packer offensive
when it is not at its best.
Murray State's volleyball
coordinator Sherman Lewis to
fill Curry's shoes as Kentucky's
team discovered a path to victory Tuesday as they edged Tennew football head coach.
nessee-Martin 13-15, 15-6, 7However, in the midst of hie
15,15-10, 15-12 in Racer Arena.
fourth' year at the helm of MurThe
Racers
struggled
ray State's football team, Nutt
throughout the five-set affair
has his sights set on nothing
before fending off the Skyelse but directing the Racers to
hawks and claiming a sweep of
MSU's first repeat perforthe regular-season series.
mance as Ohio Valley ConferMSU head coach Brenda Bowlence champions since 1951.
in attributed much of her
So, you might ask, what
team's difficulties to the pesky
about the end of the season?
play ofUT-M.
Well, this may come as a
"We were coming off one of
relief to some Racer fans and
as a surprise to others, but it is
our best matches of the year
very unlikely that Nutt would
against Arkansas-Little Rock,
and the team was definitely not
even consider leaving MSU.
as sharp tonight," Bowlin said.
Better yet, it may be safe to
''UT-Martin deserves a great
say that Nutt would not touch
deal of the credit. They played ...
UK's football program with a
solid defense all night."
10-meter cattle prod.
'
With the Racers down 2-1,
After saving, nay, resuscitatMSU received a lift from their
ing MSU's gridiron program
young bench. Bowlin constantly
from near non-scholarship stashuttled freshmen Alison Rans·
tus and banishment from the
dell,
Sarah
Ernst, , Liz
OVC (similar to the fate of
Morehead State) to the conferHettmann, Mica Wojinski, and
Krista Shumard throughout
ence crown after three years,
Danny VoweiiNisual Editor · would Nutt want to go through
the rotation, giving key players
a breather and providing a Junior outside hitter Chandra Brashers elevates for one of her 17 hitting attempts in the Murray State volleyball team's 13-15, 15-6, another rebuilding process?
spark to the rest of the team. 7-15, IS-10, 15-ll win over Tennessee-Martin Tuesday in Racer Arena.
Not hardly.
Bowlin said the bench's perforNutt seems to relish his new
mance was a key in the come- bench provided us with some providing 24 and 21 kills p.m. Friday. The Panthers up the first time we faced them challenge of keeping the Racfrom-behind victory.
handed MSU its only home loss (EIU)," said junior setter Kristi ers on top of the OVC mounrespectively."
big digs and points."
"I was trying something difhitters
Melissa
(·18-7,
8-3)
wiJl
of
the season Sept. 21, beating Hoffman. "We want to display tain following their unpreceMiddle
The Racers
ferent to get the team to play Bridges and Stephanie Diebold invade Charleston, Ill., to wage the Racers in four sets,
to them what kind of team we dented 11-0 regular-season
better," Bowlin said. "They (the anchored the offensive attack, war with Eastern Illinois at 7
"Our team didn't even show really are."
record last year.
If the 1995 Eddie Robinson
Award winner as Division I-AA
and OVC Coach of the Year
decided to forgo his four-year
contract extension (which N~tt
received after last season with
one year remaining on his original contract) to go to UK. Nutt
started
to
come
together,
and
we
started
to
would have to be paid a lot of
thing
BY GREG STARK
R£PORT£R
money to resurrect the Wildbe more consistent."
The tournament was completed on schedule cats from the cellar of the
Low scores, consistent play and inclement despite rainy conditions during Tuesday's final Southeastern Conference. '
weather were three key elements in the Murray round. Milkman felt the weather was a factor.
Nutt would certainly be sucState women's golf team's 11-shot victory in its
"I think the last day, when the conditions were cessful (within limits- it would
final tournament of the fall season at the pretty rough, our players were able to stay take an assassination of FloriRacer!Hilltopper Classic Tuesday at the Miller focused," Milkman said. "I think that was the da coach Steve Spurrier to
Memorial GQlf Course.
advantage."
change the balance of power in
Each of the Lady Racers carded top-10 fiilishThe Lady Racers took a two-shot lead over fel- the SEC, not that I'm encoures in overall player scores, led by Brandi Steven- low host WKU after first--round play, led by aging such behavior) at UK, as
son and Jessica Widman, who shot 54-hole totals Stevenson and Widman's scores of 78.
he is an outstanding recruiter,
of 237 (78-80-79 and 78-78-81, respectively) to
After 36 holes, though, EKU held a one-stroke motivator and strategist.
tie for third.
advantage by gaining four shots on MSU. HowBut when Nutt declined an
Mikki McLeary finished ninth with a score of ever, the Lady Racers fired a 325 in the final offer to join former associate
244 (81-82-81), while Melanie Kopperud and round to pull away from the rest of the field.
Dave Wannstedt as an assisConnie Steely tied for lOth with totals of 247
Milkman thought the home course, a par-71, tant coach with the NFL's
(80-83-84 and 87-82-84, respectively). Tricia 6,000-yard layout, was not a contributing factor Chicago Bears, what does it
Brooks finished third in individual play by in the victory.
say about UK's chances of
shooting a 263 (86-91-86).
"It's always nice to play at home, but that was acquiring Nutt's coaching talMSU head coach Velvet Milkman felt consis- not the reason we won," Milkman said. "The ents?
Seth Dixon/Staff tency was a key leading up to the home win.
girls played real well. We were excited to win our
And to top it all off, Nutt
Brandi Stevenson, a sophomore from Rockfield, watches an Iron
"I thought we had a good fall, especially the final golf tournament of the (fall) season in front likes Murray State. Period.
shot during the Racer/HIIItopper Classic.
last two tournaments," Milkman said. "Every- of ou.r home supporters."
Nutt appreciates the friendly
atmosphere of Murray and the
fact that his wife and four children are safe when be leaves
on recruiting trips across the
Phyllis Jackson had her best run of country.
defending OVC cross country champion, know they can do it and they're
BY CHRIS )ONES
REPORTER
ran the five-mile course in a time of 25 pumped-up. Whatever fve put down on the year, placing seventh with a time of
Nutt is a humble man from
minutes and 53 seconds to capture his the workout schedule this week, they 20:14 in the 5,000-meter run, while Arkansas who takes nothing
The Murray State men's and women's second-straight individual victory.
have doubled to try to get better."
Renee Haley finished five seconds for granted, including his Godcross country teams placed first and secgiven ability to recruit excelKeith Jared placed fourth with a time
McKinney is geared for the OVC run behind Jackson for eighth position.
ond, respectively, at the Tennessee- of 26:33~ Brad Mason fmished eighth and believes the win at UT-M will give
Doty admits he has enjoyed coaching lent football players and meld
Martin Skyhawk Invitational Saturday with a time of 26:56, Jeremy Sobecki the team confidence going into the meet. the Racers over the past few weeks them into an excellent football
in Martin, gaining crucial momentum ran to ninth in 27:07, and Todd Duff fin"It was a good win for our team and because of the team's recent success.
team.
heading into the Ohio Valley Confer- ished in 14th place with a time of 27:37 we're really feeling good about our
"It's a lot more fun to coach them
Besides, who in their right
ence Championships Nov. 2 in Martin.
when they're excited like they are right mind would want to give up a
to seal the first-place team effort.
chances at the OVC," McKinney said.
The men's squad earned its frrst meet
"Winning this meet over at UT-MarThe Lady Racers also fared well at the now with that kind of momentum, chance to win a national chamtitle of the year, as five Racers finished tin gave the kids a little confidence," Skyhawk Invitational, as MSU's wom- because now they can see that they can pionship after all the work
accomplished to get this far?
in the top 15. Jason McKinney, the said head coach Bob Doty. "Now they en's team finished second overall.
win," he said.

Racers· survive against Skyhawks

MSU splashes foes by
11 strokes at Classic

Runners build up speed after UT-M meet

)

~
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,SPORTS

Rifle team wins
TTU Invitational

Russell
laterals
to MSU

Bv MIKE OHSTROM
SI'OIITS EDITOR

BY EDDIE GRANT
SPORTS STAFF WRITER

The Murray State rugby club
gained an experienced team
member thanks to a coin toss.
Given the chance to ~e part
in a foreign exchange program
available at
two universities,
John
Russell
flipped a coin
to
decide
where
he
would go for
the 1996-97
RUSSELL
school year.
And after a
total of more than 4,000 miles,
14 hours in the air, 10 hours of
waiting in a New York City airport, and two hours in a car,
Russell arrived at MSU.
Russell, a native of Glasgow,
Scotland, has been playing
rugby since he was seven years
old. Though the national sport
in his home country, he was
not surprised about the lack of
American interest in rugby.
"I didn't expect that there
would be much to the sport
over here," Russell. "I didn't
expect the people to know
much about it."
Despite this fact, he knew
MSU had a rugby club and was
anxious to see what skill level
the team played at.
Russell does not see the comparison Americans make
between rugby and football.
"Rugby is more a game of stamina than a game of strength,"
he said. "In rugby, there are no
breaks."
Another difference Russell
noted is that rugby is more
social football. Players from
both sides will often hang out
together after a game.
Russell can only stay in
America through the summer
before returning to Scotland
for his final year of college.
However, Russell did say he
looked forward to coming back
to visit MSU.

Danny VoweiiNisual Editor

Sigma Pi senior Erik Lombard tries to keep an Alpha Sigma Phi defender from downing him
during Monday's flag football contest between the two fraternities.

Men look to regroup for spring
tournament winner Michigan
BY GREG STARK
REI'OttUR
State and six shots ahead of
Morehead State. Jason LanAfter finishing 17th out of 18 caster led MSU with a 36-hole
teams at the Persimmon Ridge total of 154 to tie for 34th indiIntercollegiate Tues~ay in vidually. Robert Bradley (157),
Louisville to end their fall Brian Duckwall (160), Joachim
schedule, Murray State men's Lange (163) and Jessie Rooker
golf head coach Buddy Hewitt (170) followed Lancaster, as
is looking toward the spring Duckwall's tournament was
campaign and the Ohio Valley punctuated with a 1-under-par
Conference Championship.
final-round score of 71.
"We need the boys to work on
"We were spotty," Hewitt
their games around their stud- said. "We played some good
ies for next spring," Hewitt rounds and some bad rounds."
said.
When the Racers return in
The Racers shot a cumulative the spring, they will still be
631, finishing 38 shots behind without the services of Adam

Grogan, who is recovering from
rotator-cuff surgery.
"The doctor asked him not to
over-extend himself this spring
or summer," Hewitt said. "We'll
have him back for 1997 with
two years of eligibility."
Hewitt expects his team to be
ready for the spring schedule.
"They need to work on every
phase of their game for next
spring to get ready for the OVC
Championship
in
April,"
Hewitt said. "It looks like Middle (Tennessee State) and Eastern (Kentucky) are the
strongest teams we'll have to
face next ~pring."

Fan Jam will introduce 1996-97 Racers
Following team introductions, Gottfried will
run drills before directing a scrimmage, which
Murray State basketball fans will get to see will be followed by a three-point shooting contest
the unveiling of head coach Mark Gottfried's sec- and a dunking contest.
ond Racer basketball squad at the WBLN Racer
Free Pepsi, popcorn, T-shirts, team pictures
Fan Jam at 11 a.m. Nov. 2 in Racer Arena.
and autographs will be available at the event.
The event, sponsored by GTE Mobilenet, Park- Fans can also learn about GTE Mobilenet's
er Ford and Taco John's, will take the place of $10,000 Super Shot contest.
the traditional Midnight 1\{Jldness. The Fan Jam
"We are excited about the opportunity to
is being held on a Saturday to allow families to involve more people at such an important ~vent,"
participate.
Gottfried said.
STAFF Rft'OtT

Congr
AmandaHa~

~~f!Wb.P-ole

Keri Zoll

Essner
Gentry

It took a few days for Tennessee Tech to send the good
news, but the Murray State
rifle team was all smiles after
winning the TI'U Invitational
Saturday in Cookeville.
The Racers shot their best
score of the year with 6135
points, 21 points higher than
their total in a 68-point road
loss to fifth-ranked Jacksonville State Oct. 12. MSU
beat JSU by four points to
avenge that defeat, led by the
smoking guns of freshmen
Marra Hastings and Joel Antonioli.
Hastings, a native of
Kingston, Wash., placed third
in the individual smallbore and
overall standings, scoring a
team-high 1162 smallbore
points on her way to a 1546
total. Meanwhile, although
Antonioli's air rifle score did
not count toward the team
scores, the native of Aquasco,
Md. received fourth place for
his team-best 386 and added
1152 smallbore points to finish
sixth overall.
MSU head coach Elvis Green
was happy with his team selections and the Racers' progress
in capturing the TTU Invitational, especially in the smallbore competition.
"I think we finally got onJhe
right track," Green said. "I
named the proper squad for
once, and hopefully it (the TrU
Invitational) was a learning
experience for us in smallbore."
Ken Hicks, who, like AntonioU, senior Amanda Stone and
junior lryt Chance, had only
one score add toward the
team's total, but he is still
impressed with Green's squad
decisions and the team's performance at TrU.
"Sometimes you do know
going in that your score may
not count, but I didn't know
this week," said the sophomore
from Morrison, Colo. "Coach
did a good job of picking the
smallbore team, and I was very
pleased with bow we did last
weekend."

MSU wrecks TTU
The Murray State rifle team
posted its best score of the year
to win the Tennessee Tech lnvi·
tatlonal Saturday in Cookeville.

Team Results:
1. Murray State (Gold)
2. Jacksonville State
3. Tennessee Tech
4. Xavier
5. Murray State (Blue)
6. Austin Peay State
(air rifle only)
SMALLBORE

3. Marra Hastings
5. Ken Hicks
Joel Antonioli
9. Jake Fisher

Please contact the
Student Government Association for
more infonnation!

762-6951

1152
1152
1147

386
384
384
383

380
374

Mike Ohstrom/Sports Editor

Hicks' contribution to the
team effort was equaling AntonioU's 1152 smallbore total. He
also fired a 383 air rifle score,
fourth-best among the Racers
competing at the meet.
Stone and senior Mike Desjardin totaled 1512 and 1503
points, respectively, at TTU
after missing the JSU match
because of a class; while
Chance shot an 1130 for her
best smallbore score of the
year. Green is looking for continued improvement from his
troops as they inch toward
preparing to host the NCAA
Championships March 6-7 at
the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range.
"We've improved (in) every
match, and it's a testament to
these young men and women
that they can perform," Green
said. "We just have tb keep
climbing the ladder."
MSU will next target Xavier
and Austin Peay State Friday
and Saturday at the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range. The Musketeers placed fourth at TTU, 40
points behind the Racers, while
APSU fielded ju_st an air rifle
squad and finished in last.
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PRESENTS

Monday, Nov. 18
at 7 p.m.
in Long John Silver's

1162

AIR RIFLE

4. Joel Antonioli
5. Marra Hastings
Jake Fisher
9. Ken Hicks
15. Amanda Stone •
18. lryt Chance

Love,
your sisters in AOIT!

You can be a star
in the Mastercard
ACTS Talent Show

6108
6095
6000
1322

MSU Individual Leaders:

B.B.B· Fireanns
y

6135

6131

THE MR. MSU PAGEANT
Friday Nov. 1, 7:30 p.m.
in the

Lovett Auditorium.

SCORECARD
Football
MSU 35, EIU 28
Saturday In Charleston, Ill.

Team
1 2 3 4-T
MSU (6-1, 5·0) 7 7 10 11-35
EIU (4-2, 2-1)
0 7 14 7-28
Firat Quarter
MSU - Downs 2 run (Hart
kick), 6:25.
Second Quarter
MSU - Johnson 6 pass from
Cherry (Hart kick), 8:33.
EIU - Praamsma 1 run (Lamer kick). 3:35.
Third Quarter
EIU - Simpson 1 run {Larner
kick), 12:09.
MSU - FG Hart 52, 9:41.
EIU - Lynch 1o run (Larner
kick), 5:14.
MSU - Jones 58 pass from
Cherry (Hart kick), 3:52.
Fourth Quarter
EIU - Manuel 12 pass from
Simpson (Lamer kick), 13:19.
MSU - FG Hart 27, 6:58.
MSU - Swinton 28 pass from
Cherry (Cherry pass), 2:19.

Bawa 29-132, Lynch 12-45,
Simpson 6-20, Praamsma 3-0.
Murray State, Downs 18-1 14,
McCann 8-17, Turner 1-(-1) , Hitson 1-(-5), Cherry 6·(·23).
PASSING - Eastern Illinois,
Simpson14·22-2 160. Murray
State, Cherry 14-26-0 294, Hitson 1-1-0 -6
RECEIVING- Eastern Illinois,
Hess 5-84, Szarka 5-45, Lynch
2-1, Rosenstiel 1-17, Manuel 113. Murray State, Jones 6-1n,
Swinton 4-74, Greer 2-24, Johnson 2-9, Cherry 1-(-6).
MISSED FIELD GOALS Eastern Illinois, Lamer 22. Murray State, Hart 48.

Sports Calendar
FRIDAY
Equestrian - Intercollegiate Horse Show at 5 p.m. in West
Kentucky Exposition Center
Women's Tennis -Memphis Invitational in Memphis, Tenn.
Rifle - Austin Peay State, Xavier vs. MSU at Pat Spurgin Rifle
Range
Volleyball- MSU vs. Eastern Illinois at 7 p.m. in Charleston

SATtjRDAY
Equestrian - Intercollegiate Horse Show at 8 a.m . in West
Kentucky Exposition Center
Women' s Tennis- Memphis Invitational in Memphis, Tenn.
Rifle - Austin Peay State, Xavier vs. MSU at Pat Spurgin Rifle
Range
Men's Tennis - Racer Pro-Am at Bennie Purcell Tennis Courts
Rugby - MSU vs. Western Kentucky at 1 p.m. in Bowling Green
Fencing - Mock Tournament at 9 a.m. in Carr Health North Gym

Volleyball

SUNDAY
Equestrian - Intercollegiate Horse Show at 8 a.m. in West
Kentucky Exposition Center
Women's Tennis -Memphis Invitational in Memphis, Tenn.
Men's Tennis - Racer Pro-Am at Bennie Purcell Tennis Courts

MSU 3, UTM 2
Tuesday at Racer Arena

T~m

1

2

3

4

5

EIU MSU
First downs
23
17
Rushes-yards 50-227 34-131
Passing yards
160
288
Return yards
124
108
Comp-Att
14-22-2 15-27-0
Sacks
2
1
Punts
0
2-22
1-1
2-1
Fumbles-lost
Penalties-yards
7-66
7-60
Possession Time 30:25 29:35

UTM (7-15) 15 6 15 10 12
MSU (18-7) 13 15 7 15 15
Kills- Tennessee-Martin 49
(Ohrt 17), Murray Sijite 78
(Bridges 24). AssistsTennessee-Martin 43 {Chancellor 41 ), Murray State 63 (Hoff·
man 57). Aces- TennesseeMartin 10 (Johnson 3), Murray
State 6 (Hoffman, Kennedy,
Wojinski 2). Digs- TennesseeMartin 91 (Harris 21 ), Murray
State 111 (Hoffman 31 ).
Blocks- Tennessee-Martin 16
(Chancellor 6), Murray State 8
(Bridges, DeRan 2).
A - 244. T - 1:50.

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING - Eastern Illinois,

Ohio Valley Conference
Records: UT-M 2-8, MSU 8-3.

THURSDAY
Men's Tennis - ITA Region Ill Qualifier in Nashville, Tenn.

FRIDAY
Volleyball - Eastern Kentucky vs. MSU at 7 p.m. in Racer Arena
Men' s Tennis - ITA Region Ill Qualifier in Nashville, Tenn.

Cross Country
UT·M INVITATIONAL
Saturday in Martin

Men's Team Scores - Murray
State 36, Memphis 56,
Arkansas State 73, Austin Peay
State 89, Southeast Missouri
State 103, Tennessee-Martin
146.
MSU Individual Times (8 kilometers)-

1. Jason McKinney. 25:53.9. 4.
Keith Jared, 26:33.7. 8. Brad
Mason, 26:58.6. 9. Jeremy
Sobecki, 27:07.3. 14. Todd
Duff, 27:37.8.
Women's Team ScoresSEMO 24, MSU 61, UT-M 67.
MSU Individual Times (SK) 7. Phyllis Jackson, 20:14.6. 8.
Renee Haley. 20:19.5. 13. Ashley Lubbehusen, 20:42.4. 14.
Tiffany Leech, 20:52.7. 19.
Stacy Pintar, 21 :44.5.

Stephanie Diebold and Mike Cherry are the Racers
of the Week.
Diebold, a sophomore middle hitter from Louisville, set
a Racer Arena record with 34 kills in the Murray State volleyball team's 12-15, 15-10, 13-15, 15-12, 16-14 over
Arkansas-Little Rock Saturday in Racer Arena. Diebold,
the Ohio Valley Conference's Player of the Week, added
21 kills and 17 digs In Tuesday's five-set home win over
Tennessee-Martin, boosting the Racers to an 8-3 conference record and 18-7 mark on the year.
Cherry, a senior quarterback from Texarkana. Ark.• led
Murray State's football team to a 35-28 victory over Eastern Illinois Saturday In Charleston. Cherry moved into
fourth place on MSU's all-time career passing yardage list
following his performance against the Panthers, as he completed 14 of 26 attempts for 294 yards and three touchdowns, including the game-winning 28-yard toss to Reginald Swinton with 2: 19 ,left in the game. Cherry has
thrown only one Interception in his last four games.
The Murray State crew team is planning to compete
in their first regatta Nov. 9. In Louisville.
The team, which currently consists of 29 women and 21
men, will race on the Ohio River against the University of
Louisville.
MSU head coach Steve Marchlno is optimistic about his
team and he expects to be a competitive force at the regatta. The Racers have been practicing at 5:30 a.m. Monday
through Thursday and from 7:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. on Saturdays at Kenlake State Park on Kentucky Lake.
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Od You the EIGHT could be A~•
where! Stay alert! Love, The lncredi
Eight
Congratulations to Jennifer WilSon
Alpha Sigma' Alpha Active or the monlti.
Love, your sisters
Rico- Thanks tor getting me drunk,
xno
hair red~& taking advantage
me! len•joy"ed I lM Yal JCiy
Leigh Mahoney- Sorry I had to miss
your birthday. You know I low yal Pon·
dar
Congratula.tions to the newest rnembera
of Sigma Sigma Sigma: JessiCa Tracy,
Jessica Moore, & Pautette Estes
•
Thanks Kome, Kim, & Tiff for an aweri L
some camping t p. rNa, your Si&t&fs
ArA PledgeS- Good lucll at Initiation this
SundayviGammaXIIsaoingtobeproud
~
to call you guys our new inillales·l •
your President. Kim
The Student Law Association will 'have

my

.

Oct

118 next meeting on Wednesday,
.
30, at 3 p.m. In the Ohio Room on the
3rd floor of the CurTis Center!
Good luck Rhonda Keel at Initiation on
Sunday! You have done 8 wonderful job
pledging! I'm proud of you and all your
accompllshmental • YSM Kim
SGA· UCB· J Board, Bowl-o-rama
Rocked I Thanka for.a great night.
MIChelle Brooks·

you are doing en awe-

eome job as pledge mom! We're proud
of youl Love, Holly and Kim
My Camper• Ule never seems to deal a
fair hand. Choices aren't always easy or
what we want, rather what we have to
do. I will be here for you no matter
where the cards faH. Ich Iiebe du Clo6·

et

tf he plays it, we WtR come.
Julie- you're doing great With Mr MSU.
... L
Thanks for aII your ha rd
ova,
your sisters In AOO

wo....

lhopptng, hair ~g. Vanilla Ice danelng., shot taking rewl Let's doK. It again!
We 11 go purp1e next ttme1• 1m
Congratulations to all the Alpha Gama
who were nominated for Ms. MSU We

WOLFF TANNING BEDS • Tan at
home .. Buy direct and save! Commen:ial
or home unlta Irom 199.00 . Low
monthly payments. Free color catalog.
call today 800-842-1305.

areproudofyou. • youraisterslnArA
In a dream we are connected , siamese
twins.
• Pled""'"· "··gratulations on com·
Ar..
..- ......,,
plating pledgeshlp. Good luck at iniha·
lion. • your sisters In ArA

COOKWARE, EXQUISITE VAPO·
SEAL, WATERLESS TYPEI • The
aecret hto maximum nutntton and optl·
mum ealthl Gorgeous 7-layer. 17·
1
tl 1 290 oo
dl
P ece 58
•
•
on nner, now
$395.001 $200.00 glfll Member BBB!
aoo-.434...a281
LOG HOMES! • Design services. Free
brochure. Honest Abe Log Hotnes.
3855 Clay
H!-..._a Dept CK
oun1Y
"" y,
·
•
Moss, Tennessee 8575. 800·231·

Get ready for the Pumpkin Grindl

NOTICE
~lled Cars from

sv;. ~has,

A~~~~~••~MYou~'

Area ~
Freet ·800·898-9778 Ext. A-7508 for
current listings.
CONWAY TWITTY ESTATE AUCTION
II· Saturday, November 2 • 9:30 a.m., l65. Exrt 6, Franklin. KY. Music, Person·
a1 Items, Collectibles, Ron Kilby Auctioneer 502-586-8
268.STEEL BUILDINGS - $5,000+
sizes. 30x40X10, $4,603; 40X60x1•,
$8,336; 50x60Kt•,S9.657; 50x100x16,
$
14,7 56 ;
60x80x14,
$13 ••55;
60x100x16, $t6.765, Quality-service
Free brochures. Sentinel Buildings,
8()().327.0790, extension 79.
PUBLIC NOTICE! • Factory has 2 all

:~:·~,':~~~Z';o~~''1f:J~: ::~':'~:
SMa..

Will sell for belt offer. Bill 600·581·

BE YOUR OWN BOSS • Large prOfit
tfte
1 s
potent'al process1""
. ..., ·-urance c a•m
and billing for heallhcare prolliders.
Software purchase required. No experl·
ence necessary. Financing all8ilable.
httpJ/www.samsl.conV800·722'SAMS
OWN YOUR OWN APPAREL· Bridal,
westemwear. shoe, crystal/gift or $1 .00
variety store. Includes mventory, fi)(·
tures, buying trip, treinlng. Minimum
Jnvestment$16.900.00. CaiiPaulatLib·
erty Fashloos. 501·327·8031 .
CASH FOR HOME OWNERS • Credit
problems understood No acplicabon
fee. As low as: $10,000 for $95 •
month, $25,000 lor $239 a month,
$40,000 for 5382 a month.

s

s

c

3695.
DIGITAL RCA SATELLITE SYSTEM •
No money down. $25 95 month. ta•
"""", lnstalla"-_..._ 1 uaar
.,_,
""'' ,·net·..._..
"""" """
,_
free programming. 800·856-0936. 9
a.m. - 8 p.m. Financing available.
2<Y20 WITHOUT GLASSES! • Sale,
rapid , non·surgteal, permanent restoralion 6-8 weeks. Alrtine pilot developed.
Doctor approved. Free Information by
mall: eoo-422•7320• ext . 213,
961 •
5570
fax
406 961 5577
http/t'www"la'-f ·"·mco'm
11 •
:
·• """ re""" ·
• 8 sfaction guaranteed.

•oo's

HELP WANTED
Now is the t1me to call Leisure Tours
and get free Information for Spnng
Break Packages to South Padre, Can·
cun. Jamaica and ROrida . Reps needed.- TravaJ free and eam commissions .
8Q0..838.8203.

Days Inn needs a night cleltt for Fnday,
Saturday, and Sunday. 10 hour shifts.
Hiring Immediately. Stop in for more
1nformation or call 753-6706.
FREE T-SHIRT + $1000 Credit Card
Fundralaert fof fratemities, eororities &
groups. Any campus organization can
raise up to $1000 by aamlng a whop·
ping $5/VISA application. Call 1-80().
932-0528 ext. 65. Qualified callers
receive Free T-shlrt.
ASSISTANT CONTROLLER • A mult1state medl8 company has a leadership
position open In a team management
environment. Applicants should possass an acx:ounting degree and a CPA

in public accounting. Including auditing.
Additional experience In a complex
bUsiness and acx:ounting enwooment
In the private Hctor Is a plus. Send
tetume includir~C:Jary requirements

~~~~~~mu~~esldr!!vv:=:

Inc. P.O. Box 5•9. Shelbyville, KY

<40066.
$1 000'• Polllble Reacting Boob .
Part Time At Home. Toll Free (1)800·
898·9n8 Ext R·7508 lor Listings.
$1000's Posalble Typing. Part Time
At Home Toll Frae. ~1)80().898-9778
Ext. T-7508 lor Llst•ngs.
LABORER- Skilled, general utility con61ruction laborers. Apply II 1272 Old
~~ley ~oad. louiSville. Ky. Equal
"'J''""'"''ity mployer.
DRIVERS· J.B. Hunfs wtlling to pay for

the~~
drivers251~h thde
8

indu$1ryh ~lnmng
ruary
• nvers Wit
year
experience will start samlng .371! to
..40C a mile. Call e800-2JB·HUNT. EOE
Subject to drug screen.
HAROLD IVES TRUCKING HIRING

DRIVERS· Free driver training •.II you
qualtty. Students welcome Expanence
payupto28epermlle.Elccellentbenefits~
842.oesa.

aoo-

ATIENTION OVER THE ROAD DRI·
VERS • Excellent work environment,
excellent pay ruming lata model con·
vet~lionaJs, aided flatbedS, an air ride.
Home most weekends, hsalth and life
Insurance, must be 23 ysars old, 1 year
experience, COL and good driving
record required Call 80().4«-611-48.
DRIVER TRAINERS RAISE YOUR
STANDARDS AND YOUR PAY .,__
• .,...,,.
fits package. average 1800 m•les per
trip. Top trainer eam 70K. Experienced
d
800-441 ...394 G d t
t
d~~~rs • -a. . · ra ua 8 8 uDRIVERS OTR • One year+ experience, up to 30c per mile. weekly pay,
insurance furnished, •01 K. assigned
tractors, COL 'A' wtth Hazmat reqwed.
Cllll Pat, Landalr Transport, Inc., 800593-8111
DRIVERS EXPERIENCED OR INEX·
PERIENCED • Eam $600 to $600 a
week . Get your COL for as lillie as $100
clown. Trainert eam rNer StOOO week.
800·467-3806.
AVON- $7·$15 a hour commission. It's

800 336 28

Benefits & bonusel. Succesafut execu·

live holline 800-SELL·AVON. lndependent Sales Rep1'818ntallvM eam cuh.
800-735·5286.
DRIVER· Eam $500 per week guarM-

= · = a ; : : . ~m ~\::
week. Over 80% drop-n-hook, no
cabovera or slip aeat•ng. 800-729-9no.
DRIVERS • 90% of AIC Olivera are
holM every weekend Earn 28c
mile plus accessorial pay bene its.
Requirements: 23

,r::
old, cla8l A·
and wor11 hlltofy.

~~~

·
PLUMBERS NEEDED • Lloeneed. Lex·
lngton & Louisville. Service wortc. Top
pay & benefits. Htre on bonus.II0()-829.

6609.
LONG-DISTANCE FREE! MalteHrious
money! Woltt at home. Change your
future Will call you bacit. Also! Coming

soon pre-paid cellular. Call 502·2• &32 14 or 821 •0558.
•
DRIVERS • Husband and wife team.
Weekly CaGfornia. Tums small fleet
owner opetalof, 11y1e equipment Send
work hlstofY to; Hard Runner Expresa,
2353. Clarkavill IN • 7131
x
'
e,
·
DRIVERSIOTR - Tuition-tree t"-'nlng
for OTR drivers. No experience neoeslillY eam up to SS40 per week. CIUIM
sta.......,
Monda~. Must be 21 .
http·:-;~~--=-.:-•
RST 800 ouu .
J, .......crst .com
.
....,...
2778 EOE/ml.
DRIVERS EOE • Home 90% of week·
enda. Are you tired and want a ctwlge
for the better. MaveriCk Transportation
offers good job for good drivers. Great
paychecks, beneflta and late model
equipment. Casual driver posi"-- a
llabl 2
f
OTR
a80v~2o:.'11400y.eara o age, 1 year
.
..,. ""'
ELECTRIC ALlELE C T R 0 N ICS
TRAINEES • No experienCe required.
H.S dlploma grads, ages 17-34. C&H
800-2&4-6289.
DRIVERS • Nashville-based Lanclatar
Ugon/US Trucking wdl get you horne on
weekends and give you 29 centa-35
cents per mile plus benefita Call 80082
8-3338 today!
DRJVERS~TA
·Advanced Distnbutlon
1 000
System· S •
sign-on bonus. Umited
opemngs for ftatbed drivera. Phone
appa approved In 2 hours! Call tor
detailsI 800 •646 .3-438 • ext. 1007,

eo

_rv

17 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
J ust 1 Block from MSU Dorms
Monday-Saturday 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
753-0113

--·

,_,

~

80 Off
'1lllyCa
,.,...,

Coupon good towards purchase of regular priced merchandise only, not
valid in comb1nnhon with any other specials. d1scounts or offers.

Expires:

Nov. 8, 1996
11111111. .'1111111. .

Congratulations
Brian Purcell
1996 AOTI Guy
Love, the sisters of
AOIT

=

800-8484405. EEO.

OWNER OPERATORS • Llndlpln
Reftlgeraeed DMalon ftOW leulng.

~ ~,! ~

.... ,...._._.
""Y no up front COlt no ........__ COlt 1
TR
'
.,.,_
year 0
experience. Cd Gary In
Lakeland, FL 800-237-10111 .
DRIVERS. Our pay In top 10 for Industry! $2,000 ~ bcnJII AM conventlonall. 8eneiJta. Gnldl. trllnlng & 25e
a mlle. Boyd Sroa. ~ ext
CA·•·

C:. ,.... '

SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC

· · - 011

DRIVERSIOTR • TMml & 8inglel. No
northeut. OuarMeMd home DOlleY. No
touch freight. Min. 23, 1 v-ar OTR: COL
w!Hazmaf. Paactlell TNCk Unet, lno.

Don't
forget to
set your
clocks
back
Saturday
night
before
you go to.J
bed! fl

HOME EVERY WEEKEND AND ONE
NIGHT IN THE WEEK • OTR regional
drtverl claal A COL, 0111
recent
year
OTR exp Earn up to 2IC pet
mill plus
benefit pec:kage. C.R800-388-3901 .
• .,...,,LE HOME • ,._,....,. • o:.-. d -,
......,..
.....,.,._ ,.-, . ........
reflnanoinQ, equity loin. Free aellert
padlage, land or home loens. G..-,
1'ree Financial. 800-885-1900· Nallon'a
IMdlng mobile home lender.
HAPPY JACK TAIVERMICIOE: Reooghook.
nlled
& ~ agUiet& call.•
round safe
& tapeworms In Available 0-T
Soulhem Slllae.

ROMANTIC WEDDINGS IN GATUN·
BURG AREA • Simple yet elegant
Chriallln wecldlngl atar11no at $129.
~. photogrepha, to<fglng avail·

able. 888_.28-11996 toltlnte.

AN AFFOADABI.E AND ROMANTIC

WEDDING IN THE SMOKY MOUN·
TAINS • s-tal weddlna pacllages to
c:hooee from. Be&utifuf honeymoon
IUitae In

Gatlinburg. No weitlng.
r. 80().619-3397.
GElTING MARRIED? • Voted most
buutllul chapel In the Smoley Mountalne. Weddings, reception~ and lodging
1o tit your ~. OnSained minlst&f. No
t>IOOd 11e1 01' waiting.•~08-85n.
A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL WEDDING IN
THE SMOKY MOUNTAINS • Gatlin·
burg'a Little Log Chapel. Charming.
romantic. Borders nelionel park. A
dr...-n wedding 10 fit your budget. 800-

Ol'dained mln•

1554-1"51. SCP

-cat
TRAVEL

A BEAUTIFUL CANOI.£UGHT OLDFASHIONED WEDDING • Smoky Mcul·
taint ,_, Gatllnbutg, ~rlooldr1g river,
horle-drawn carriaoe, cabinl, jacuzzi,
oniU1ed mlnlaters. No ..... or nlllng.

Heartlend 8C)()-.M8.8I87 (VOWS).

MARRY ON A MOUNTAIN · Be manled
in our megnHicent ~ chapel
surroundeil by treae a aweeome views
of the Smokieal Pigeon Forge! For
~ 800-~.

-

A BEAUTIFUL CHRISTIAN MAR·
RJAGE - Gatllntlura'a onaNI weddklg
chapels (Iince 1tao). J»ttotograpt~y,
mUIIc, flowert. llmoe, jllcuzzl suttM,
ftreplaoee. Weddlngl lor any budget.
Rev. Ed Tayloe' 80Q.34e-27711.
GET MARRIED, SMOKY MOUNTAINS
- Areal moat beiMAiful ohepela, elegant
white Of oedar riiOI.I'IIIIIn lOP chapel,
gazebo, Cl'lriltian aervicee, complefle
arranoementa. cabins. No IMII or wallIng. 800-893-'7274.

c.l1.

&mamas Party

Cruise $279
tOiti•MMIIII •F• "-·~T-

Cancun $399
1!!.!!~9~:1!2
7 ~ • Ai + HIIII•SMS150011Foed & OMirl

Florida $119
7 ,_.. , . , _ Cly. OlyiDnl ' c-IINcll

lrelk1"rAMM• O.r tOIIa

t-800-678-6386
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()ne reason the governor
said he supports the virtual
university is the economic
efficiency for students.
Faculty Regent Nancey
France said the Commonwealth University would not
work because not everybody
has a computer, thus prohibiting access to classes
held on the Internet.
Another problem France

NUTT
Continued from

Page 1

y~ars and has broken MSU
recorda for most wins in a season with 11 last season and
most consecutive conference
victories with the Racers' cur·
rent 13-game OVC streak
reaching back to 1995.
After refusing head coach

cited is that the program
does not give students interaction with the teacher and
other students.
She points to a psychology
study concerning 14 and 15
years old adolescents who
are addicted to the Internet
and show increased levels of
depression from reduced
human contact.
France also said she wants
the Faulty Advisory Committee to make a recommendation to the Governors

Task Force on Higher Education to tell them how they
feel about the Commonwealth University and other
recommendations on higher
education.
Faculty Senate President
James Willis . said he
believes the time is now to
change higher education.
Willis said there are two
problems with higher education- access and quality.
"I think we are simply in
the fourth wave of access,"

Dave Wannstedt's offer to be
an assistant with the NFL's
Chicago Bears a week after he
signed a four-year contract
with MSU in 1993, Nutt
received a four-year extension
following the 1995 campaign.

VOTING

Candidates rumored to
replace Curry inclu<le Nutt,
Howard Schnellenberger and
Mike Gottfried.

Continued from

Page 1

it when people say their vote
doesn't matter, because it
does."
Political researchers predict
that if all the Generation X cit-

said Willis.
The first three waves of
access were the land grant
university, teachers college
and community colleges.
Teaching in universities
has not changed in a thousand years even with the
• invention of the printing
press, libraries and computers, said Willis.
The Governor's Task Force
report is expected to be
released in December or
January.

Rewind
Don'~

forget to
set your clocks
back an hour
Saturday night,
Oct. 26. Daylight
saving time
ends Sunday at·
2a.m.

izens who have registered to
vote show up at the polls on
Nov. 5, their impact on this
election could be significant.
However, most are doubtful
that the long-standing tradition oflow participation among
young voters will be broken.

AAD
congratulates
winners of the
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Pool Table & Dar., Board
Menu Includes
I

. Burgers, B.B.Q., Pizza, Steaks, ~hrimp, Catfish Plat t ers
and ;many Delicious Appetizers
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· for more out of your
college experience than the
classroom? Kappa Sigma
will visit the Milrray State
University looking for men interested in
sening a new standard of excellence on
campus. Kappa Sigma, as one of the largest
and strongest college fraternities, wants to
FOR

MORE

be your Gateway to a better, more meaningful college experience. We emphasize
academics, involvement, le2dership, servia
and brotherhood. • ·
What you learn, the people you meet,
and the brothers you make for life in Kap~
Sigma em open the doors to your future
success.

INFORMATION

Contact Jerry Hedinger, Anthony Epp or B~ian Black
all 762-6436 or e-mail JLHcdi~.com or Anthl:pp@aol.oom
Check our our W<:bsite at: hnp:/1-.lcappuipa.org/

r

